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Lights in the Darkness
The romantic allure of lighthouses has endured for
centuries. Our love of lighthouses runs so deep that we
have preserved and protected 700 in the United States,
and even designated August 7 as Lighthouse Day. Our
affinity for lighthouses amounts to more than nostalgia
for a simpler, bygone era or our attraction to picturesque
rocky coastlines. As beacons of light in the treacherous
darkness, lighthouses are steadfast symbols of safety
and reliability, characteristics that we crave and value
above all else.
One cannot appreciate the lighthouse without appreciating
the solitary lighthouse keeper. Indeed, the lighthouse
and its keeper are so interconnected that we cannot help
but imbue the tower itself with human characteristics.
Virginia Woolf, the author of To the Lighthouse, may have
put it best when she said, “Lighthouses are endlessly
suggestive signifiers of both human isolations and our
ultimate connectedness to each other.” For Woolf,
lighthouses are monuments to the human condition: the
sea of collective humanity consists of drops, individual
and unique. We, like lighthouses, exist to shine our light
upon others.
Throughout history, no light has shone brighter than
the lighthouse known as Pharos of Alexandria. Egypt’s
lighthouse was both the first and largest of its kind ever
built. Rising 330 feet tall, a massive mirror reflected the
blazing sun by day, while raging bonfires lit its apex by
night. Sailors could spy its light from 30 miles away.
Modern lighthouses act as warnings of rocky coastlines or
hidden reefs, but Pharos acted as a grand entrance marker
to Alexandria’s port, a hub of commerce, technological
innovation, and free thought. Built in 280 BC, Pharos
stood for 1,600 years, earning renown as a Wonder of the
World and surviving three earthquakes before toppling
into the sea. In a sense, all the world’s lighthouses are
descendants of that world wonder, and those who study
lighthouses and their signal lights are proudly called
pharologists, in memory of great Pharos.
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The wing ding Competition
The Fire
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Luke &
Stephanie

The Wing
dreamers

Resident of the Month
Congratulations Joanie!
You been chosen as Resident of the
Month for August.
Joanie has done a great job of
coming out to activities. Being kind
hearted to other residents and very helpful
to staff when she can.
Thank you Joanie,
for calling our community
your home.

Adriana &
Phillip

The Wing
Dings
David &
Mike

Resident Anniversary
4 years……………………….Vivian

Nothin But
Da Bones
Jayden &
Tristen

Staff Anniversary of hire
4 years………………………….Anamie
3 years……………………………Nicole
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Decoding History
August 14 is Code Talkers
Day, a day to recognize the
invaluable contributions of
the World War II Navajo
code talkers. Using a
complex Navajo-based
code, these cryptographers
encoded and transmitted
messages to American forces working in
the Pacific theater. The encoded language
was so unique that it was never cracked by
the Japanese.
While tremendous gratitude is owed to the famed
Navajo code talkers of World War II, they were
not the first Native American code talkers to be
employed by the U.S. military. During World War I,
a small group of Cherokee soldiers from western
North Carolina were attached to British troops
fighting the Germans off the west coast of France.
When it was discovered that the Germans were
intercepting communications, the Cherokee
cleverly volunteered to transmit messages in
their native language. The soldiers had guessed
correctly. The Germans could not translate the
communications. This tactic proved so effective
that it was reused during World War II.
It was Philip Johnston, a non-native speaker
of Navajo and a World War I veteran, who
suggested the use of the Navajo language
as code to the Marine Corps. Johnston knew
enough of the language to know that it would
be indecipherable to the Japanese. The Marines
quickly recruited Navajo and helped them
develop a code that could be rapidly transmitted
and decoded. Throughout the entirety of the
war, the Navajo code talkers would gain a stellar
reputation for the skill, speed, and accuracy of
their code-making. The Navajo may be the most
famous of the code talkers, but they were in no
way alone. Native speakers of Comanche,
Assiniboine, Cree, Meskwaki, Mohawk, Muscogee,
and Tlingit also provided unbreakable code for
U.S. forces. The Code Talkers Recognition Act
of 2008 finally recognized every Native American
code talker with a Congressional Gold Medal.

Welcome back Senior
Sing-A-Long in person

Senior Sing-A-Long was back just in time for
Father’s Day. Thank you, Bob, for the great
performance.

Feeling Left Out
It may be fitting that
International Lefthanders Day
falls on Friday, August 13.
Like many superstitions
associated with Friday
the 13th, left-handedness
was once believed to be a
source of evil. The Devil himself is thought
to be left-handed, and in the Middle Ages,
lefthanded people were thought to practice
witchcraft. Luckily, modern science has put
such unsettling notions to rest. There are
really no great differences between right- and
left-handers in personality, health, or thinking. For
the 10% of the population that is left-handed,
things might be more inconvenient—after
all, the majority of the world is right-handed,
so many products and designs cater to
right-handed people.

Winners of the chicken wing
eating contest, David McDonald
and Mike Rice, together they ate
123 chicken wings.

August Birthdays
Residents
Mary……………………………… 8/13
Luke……………………………….8/07
Staff
Angel………………………………8/12
David ……………………………..8/12

Our FUNDRAISER raised a total of around
$1600.00. Thank you to everyone who donated
and all those who helped make this day
possible.

Who’s new at Fountain View?
We would like to welcome Ruth to
our community. Ruth we are so glad
to have you in our home.

Welcome back Marv

Marv has been coming through Senior
Sing-A-Long for several years we are
so glad to have him back.

